
JUNE 16th , 2021

MS. FAMIGLIETTI’S GRADE 7 CLASS 
Representing St. Nicholas! 



Ontario skills is a yearly competition for students in GR. 4-12 which promotes the 
skilled trades and technology.

In the past years, we have attended a Halton Skills competition where teams from 
our board compete to earn a spot at the Ontario Skills Competition.
Thank you, Veronika, for getting us excited!
She is a high school student in our board and won GOLD for Landscape Design category
at the Ontario Skills competition!

Veronika watch out! I think we could 
have some future competitors 
in my class……

We began the day by learning about the 
“Ontario Skills Competition”





Some students didn’t have these, but we  got 
creative and worked with what we had!! 



We started by planning out and designing our 
models!

Tessa and Chloe 

Aurora 

Valentina



William 

Jillian  

Teggy



Alyssa 

Miguel 

Jeovhana and Julyana



Martin

Elizabeth 



Then 
we 
started 
to build 
our 
solar 
ovens!!





Solar ovens complete!

Tessa and Chloe! 

Jillian



Valentina 

Alyssa 

Alyssa

Elizabeth



Max, Luiz , and Austen 



Teggy

Aurora

Martin



But will they work?
Write a hypothesis: How long do you think it will take for your 

egg to cook?

“I think it’ll take 20-30 minutes”-Elizabeth

“30 minutes”- Jillian 

“20 minutes”-
Alyssa

“I think it’ll take 
20-30 minutes”-
Aurora

“I don’t think 
it’ll cook” -
Miguel

I think my egg will take 25 minutesto cook in my solar oven.- Ms. Famiglietti

“45 minutes”- Chloe

“35-45 mins” -
Jeovhana



How long did it take for your egg to cook?
“I think it actually got less cooked…”

“It’s been 1 and a half hours…”- Austen

“Hopefully, it’ll be ready at the 2 hr. mark”
- Elizabeth 

“It’s half cooked but I would not eat this egg”
- William

“Can we eat it , I’m hungry”- Miguel 

”Aw man it didn’t cook” = Aurora 

We had to be very patient….



The results are in! 



Elizabeth 

Aurora 

Martin 



And we only had one explosion! 

Jillian
Valentina 



Reflecting on our designs…
( what were the strengths of our designs) 

why some of our ovens didn’t or took a long time to cook the egg
( what could we improve if we were to do it again)



Some of our ovens were a success , some of our ovens 
need some readjustments…

But overall, we learned, had some laughs, and a great day!


